
Wroomberg , the future's largest and best 
world for mopeds and

   Benefits of Wroomberg
 

1. Ads are only 10 SEK (about 
2. The ad will remain  
3.  Ability to edit text and

 
 
There are many more benefits of
 

• Largest:  Database of over 4000
 

• Best:  Search right down to the smallest detail
 

• Original part number:  One can
 

• Easy for the seller:  With fixed menus
 

• Easy for the byer:  With fixed menus
 

• Non brand specific ad on an original par
which model it fits to you can add a
price and photo. All "part number
 

• Fast search spare parts:  Select
 

• Standard search:  One click and select
faster than typing text as you do on other
 

• Just one search:  No misspellings
click and select in exactly the same
 

• Free ads:  For parts with a value
 

• Photos:  5 photos are included in the price
 

• Payment of ads:  Buy any number of
 

• Publishing of an ad:  When you click "
approved. 

• Quick upload of many ads:  One can e
 

 

 

 

 

 

, the future's largest and best advertising
and motorcycles and all that  

Wroomberg  are many but these are the three most important

SEK (about 1,1 EUR)! Applies to all groups
 for 12 months or until the product is sold.

text and  price in the advertisement for free

more benefits of  Wroomberg and here are 14 of them

4000 motorcycle brands from 1880 onwards and there

smallest detail on the motorcycle.  

One can buy and sell using the original part number.  

fixed menus is quick and easy to post ads. 

menus is quick and easy to search. The buyer saves

original par t: If you have an original part with part number 
add a "Part number ad", just select the brand and add

part number ads" is only searchable by "Part number Search

Select brand and submit the part number and press enter

and select the brand, model, cc etc. right down to the level you
do on other ad pages and it’s more accurate. 

misspellings or different ways of describing the parts. Thanks
in exactly the same way the search will always be 100% accurate

a value under 50 SEK (about 5,50 EUR), the ad is always

in the price. 

any number of ads in advance with credit card and then put

you click "Publish ad" the ad will be live immediately,

One can easily upload many parts with part number

 

vertising  site in the 
 goes with it. 

most important : 

all groups , including vehicles.  
sold.   

for free . 

of them  to:  

and there will be more. 

saves a lot of time. 

part number but do not know 
and add the part number with 

Search". 

nter. Done! 

the level you want, it’s much 

Thanks to both sellers and buyers 
e. 

always free!  

and then put out ads when you want. 

immediately, no waiting for your ad to be 

number in an Excel file. 


